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About This Game
Now you have a chance to operate your own company....of suicide!
This world is doomed. People don't have enough resource to live. As a genius business holder, you realized that it's a chance to
make money! So you rent a small building and began your business - to attract people to jump off your roof.
They will pay for that for your nice service. You made them so happy before they finished their lives.
But you won't be making money peacefully....Zombies are around the corner!

18 different types of customers;
*Sexy* byebye-girls;
A lot of different facilities with different usages;
A lot of researches to research;
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Unlock new content by researching or investment;
Make more money, more money and more money;
Rank the 1st on every list, like The Most Popular Company or The Richest
Company;
20 different waves of zombies;
Some annoying opponents;
Oh and, if everything went well, there may be some mysterious visitors...................
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Title: Jump To Die!!
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
WnMStudio
Publisher:
WnMStudio
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows7/8/10
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.4, AMD Athlon(TM) X2 2.8 Ghz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Geforce 9600 GS, Radeon HD4000, Shader Model 3.0, 512 MB
DirectX: Version 9.0c

English,Simplified Chinese,Italian
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There's a lot I really like about Playne. I think it's amazing that the developer is creating something that introduces people to and
gets them in the habit of daily meditation. The game is well made and I didn't experience any issues on the technical end, and it
looks great. All that aside I still can't quite recommend it.
The game incentivizes you to meditate daily in order to build a streak and continue to increase the size of your campfire, if you
miss a day, your campfire goes out. In theory this is a great idea, it's using the same tactic a lot of free to play games do to
manipulate you and instead is using that to help you form good habits.
For me problem with this arises when I want to meditate somewhere that isn't my computer. One of the many great things about
meditation is you can do it anywhere you want and you don't require anything to do it, but I was finding I felt obligated to
meditate at my computer instead of say, outside on my hammock. I tried starting it on the game and then going out and doing
my meditating on my hammock, but it made the game feel like a hassle and a chore. (Its worth noting you don't lose any
progress besides the campfire for missing a day, but the campfire was still enough to make me not want to lose the streak).
In the end I just stopped using the game to meditate because of this. If stuff like your campfire going out\/losing daily streaks
doesn't bother you, or you have no interest in meditating anywhere besides your computer, this is worth checking out, but on the
whole I just don't think it offers enough over what you can find on Youtube, or through paid services on a phone that can be
used anywhere.
This review probably seems overly nitpicky, but meditation isn't something you should need to overthink and in its current state
just over complicates the process too much for me over grabbing some earbuds and throwing on a guided meditation.
I understand this is a completely unfair request for an early access game made by a small team but as a future suggestion a
phone port with progress synced between versions \/ possibly the ability to progress with Playne in the background while using
another a guided meditation from somewhere else would make the game feel a lot more accessible to peoples different lifestyles
and meditation habits.. very very boring and childish. I love bridge building games and this wasnt worth 20 cents. I farmed my
cards, made a profit, and left. Great little game. Easy to pick up and play. There are 9 worlds with 10 levels, and each level has a
time attack and a star that is hard to get. The game starts out easy enough, but after halfway through, it gets challenging. The end
is brutal. Beware if you're trying for 100%. Once I got to around world 6, getting the extra stars got really hard. It's more than
just being fast, you have to start avoiding moving obstacles, and it adds a timing element into the speed rush part of it.
Great music. Just one soundtrack, but you don't seem to get tired of it. Definitely worth it for the price.. "Where's my hat?".
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Hacker evolution is NOT a hacking game, but more something like: You must dig into the servers to find new servers, clues and
other things that will help you. Something between exploration and detective. This game is more about thinking ahead. Stats like
trace will be carried with you to the next level, so if you finish a level with 99% trace, it will be the same in next level. For
people who like to play easy games this game is really frustrating, but for those which like challenges this is a perfect game.
Pros:
+ Great Soundtrack
+ Good Concept
+ Great UI (BUT it will not fit everyone)
+ Lots of fun if you like challenges
+ Great Story
Cons:
- Hardcore for some players (you have to restart whole game if you screw something up). This game is Broken on multiplayer,
constant frame rate issues and lagging. unplayable online.
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Most. Intense. Versus. Game. Ever.. Amazing balance, unlike in StarCraft 2. Crappy Plane. I regret buying this and wish I could
refund. This game is as cute as challenging but with a good difficulty curve.
Reaching the end of a level is not hard, so you will always be able to move forward even if you have a hard time to get all three
golden pieces per level, which is the real challenge.
The large number of blocks and other gameplay elements ensure that no two levels looks or works the same.
Deffinitely a must have for those who favor thinking over smashing (buttons).. After 30 minutes I could easily say I would not
recommend this game to anyone in its current state. Early access is not an excuse for the issues I had with the game.
The loot is horrendous and unless you drop in a place with multiple building good luck finding a weapon. One game I dropped
near a nuke silo with two large buildings and another smaller one "Great place for loot I bet." Wrong. Not a single item much
less a weapon. Ran around for 5 scrambling for a weapon searching 3 more buildings before being shot. Fun match. Buildings
often on have a single weapon in them IF AT ALL and if you choose the wrong has on a hotter location you are screwed.
You can see the circle from the plane so everyone drops in the same place further expounding the loot issues as well as making
the rest of the map barren of players. The guns are EXTREMELY loud and not in a good way at all. Need an equalizer for
footsteps and weapon fire or something. Also they sound like they came from the 1990's era of video games.
A bullet indicator would also be nice. Hard to know where a shot is coming from.
"Oh but its early access"
These should not be issues for a game that has been out this long. If you are itching for BR then grab it on sale like I did.. The
outfits are all in a verdant green so they blend in well with foilage, not with the winter or desert scapes though but they look
badass and standout. Surprisingly not a lot of players use them it seems, the camo weapons are nice too for extra blending in..
This is the best ever FHM.. VCB is ludicrous from start to finish and every aspect of it is meant to be an inside joke. The sound
effects are hilarious, the missions lack variety and vehicle handling is horrible. Then, there is the graphic design which is
obvious from the screenshots and is accompanied by weird filters to represent drunkenness. However, while the game is nervewracking at times, it manages to be a short and somewhat fun experience with a few great moments of its own. As the game has
nothing notable to offer, I can’t really recommend it to everyone. But if you know beforehand what you’re getting into, VCB can
entertain you for a couple of hours.
12/10. gr8 expansion pack for already hilarious game
10\/10
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